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What is PersonicX? - PersonicX is a household-level consumer segmentation and visualiza-
tion suite, powered by Acxiom’s exclusive InfoBase-X® household data, the recognized gold 
standard for the industry. PersonicX Classic is a household-level segmentation system that 
clusters U.S. households into one of 70 segments within 21 life stage groups based on spe-
cific consumer behavior and demographic characteristics. These 70 clusters are grouped by 
similar demographics and buying tendencies.

With a mean age of 21, this group represents the youngest of all the clusters. The 
cluster has a high concentration of students, a correlating low income and net worth, 
and high mobility. Collegiate Crowd is made up of single, highly mobile apartment 
dwellers. Over half of all Collegiate Crowd live in the big-three Central regions, 82% 
in metropolitan areas boasting colleges and universities. The group has a 31% adult 
concentration of students, and ranks 53rd for household income and 50th for net 
worth. Not surprisingly, they are twice as likely to have education loans. This group is 
constantly online using laptops and the Internet for news, weather and job hunting. 
As for activities, volleyball, basketball, barhopping and movie going fill their time, 
and this group is much more likely than average to attend college football games.

Life Stage Clustering System: “PersonicX”
An explanation of the Development of the PersonicX Clustering System

70 Clusters

Cluster 57: Collegiate Crowd
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Interest in trumpet purchases

Trumpet related hits

Interest in trumpet purchases



- Hairband could be improved to be a band with branding. 
- People had an easier time putting on the mouth piece retainer 
the way originally on the manual
-Hand grip could be tighter to accommodate smaller hands

Concerns

- People loved the design and imminently understood its purpose.
- End of Spring launch deadline for best results
- Hip Hop is making it’s way into marching culture.

Marching band searches


